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Millions of Customers Are Waiting, There are 500 million potential customers for your product or service -

ALL in one spot - and they're waiting for you. Have you tapped into them yet? Many marketers see

Facebook as a giant waste of time, and they don't realize that they are missing out on a huge

marketplace. But Facebook has over 500 million active users and accounts for something like 35 of all

Internet traffic. Do you see the potential of that? "Facebook Marketing Uncovered" is a brand new video

series where you'll discover: * How to use Facebook, step by step * What marketing methods work on

Facebook and which ones don't * How to find products to sell if you don't have your own * How to use fan

pages for maximum profit * Why groups are useful and when you want to use them * How to use

Facebook advertising for profit * And much, much more By now, you are curious what you will learn in

your step by step video course ... Video 1 - Introduction * Learn what is in this step by step training

program and how you can profit from Facebook * Understand why you would want to use Facebook and

how it is such an incredible marketplace Video 2 - Facebook 101 * Have a tour of Facebook and see how

to sign up to it * Understand how Facebook works and what you can be using it for Video 3 - Adding

Friends * See how you can add friends to your Facebook account * Discover the different methods of

adding friends that share your interests Video 4 -Friend Adding Software * See some of the software

available to automatically add friends to your Facebook account * Understand the pro's and con's of this

software and how to find it Video 5 - Facebook Fan Pages * See how to use Facebook fan pages for

maximum effect * Learn why smart marketers are creating fan pages and profiting immensely from them

Video 6 - Facebook Groups * Understand when to use Facebook groups in your marketing campaign *

Learn the reason why smart marketers use groups and what they give you Let me share with you one of

my sample videos (in the quality you will receive them - notice they are a good size and very easy to see

what is going on - not some postage stamp sized grainy video) Video 7 - How To Market On Facebook *
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Marketing on Facebook can be difficult if you don't know how to approach it * Learn how you can easily

earn by using Facebook - and it's not what you think! Video 8 - What To Market? * See the types of offers

that you could market on Facebook * Be introduction to the top places to find products to market on

Facebook Video 9 - Facebook Advertising * Learn how you can place targeted adverts on Facebook *

Discover the huge potential of demographic targeting * And how Facebook advertising is usually much

cheaper than other PPC networks Video 10 - Integration Marketing * Discover how integrating your

Facebook account with other services to maximize your reach and start to automate the entire process

Video 11 - Advanced Techniques * Learn how to make your Facebook pages even more appealing to

your readers * Discover the insider secret to maximizing the effectiveness of fan pages * See a useful

technique for earning offline from Facebook Video 12 - Summary * Learn how to take this to the next level

and earn even more from Facebook  Unlike many other video programs, you won't find any fluff or filler in

this training course. It is 100 pure valuable information that is going to help you create some rapid cash.

And of course, I can't leave you with just that when there is even more vaue I can give you. Even More

Value For You ... Along with the complete Facebook Marketing Uncovered video program, you will get

each of these bonus items, specially chosen to help you profit even more from Facebook. Grab your copy

now, and start using the power of Facebook to increase your profits today:
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